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Courses Offered at these Convenient Locations

Cecil Center
5640 New World Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32221

Deerwood Center
9911 Old Baymeadows Rd., Jacksonville, FL 32256

Downtown Campus
101 W. State St., Jacksonville, FL 32202

Kent Campus
3939 Roosevelt Blvd., Jacksonville, FL 32205

Nassau Center
76346 William Burgess Blvd., Yulee, FL 32097

North Campus
4501 Capper Rd., Jacksonville, FL 32218

South Campus
11901 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville, FL 32246

Urban Resource Center
601 W. State St., Jacksonville, FL 32202

FSCJ Continuing Education is an Authorized Pearson Vue & Prometric Testing Center

Streamline testing experiences including automated check-in and exam readiness, thorough test delivery and quick-test result processing.

Professional and IT exams such as CompTIA, Cisco, Oracle, HP, VMare, MCAT, GMAT, NCLEX, PCAT, CDA, Adobe, C++, FDLE and many other leading global programs available.

All tests are taken in a secured controlled environment.

Can accommodate small or large groups and businesses.

Call (904) 357-8910 or email continuingeducation@fscj.edu for more information.

Located in the FSCJ Urban Resource Center (Downtown)
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## Registration Options

- **Phone**: Call (904) 357-8910 between 8 a.m. – 4 p.m.
- **In Person**: FSCJ Urban Resource Center, 601 W. State Street between 8 a.m. – 4 p.m. (Check or cash accepted)
- **Online**: fscj.edu/coned
- **Fax**: (904) 633-5979

Special Accommodations: Please advise disabled student services at (904) 766-6767 (Voice) or (904) 766-6766 (TDD) at least 48 hours in advance if special accommodations are required.

---

Florida State College at Jacksonville does not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, disability, color, ethnicity, national origin, religion, gender, age, sex, sexual orientation/expression, marital status, veteran status, pregnancy or genetic information in its programs, activities and employment. For more information, visit the Equal Access/Equal Opportunity page.

---

Don't Forget!

Cancellations must be requested within 72 hours of the class start date.
In maritime, warehousing, manufacturing and other industry safety jobs with FSCJ’s Environmental Workforce Development and Job-Training (EWD&JT) program.

If you’re unemployed or underemployed you may qualify. Earn OSHA, FEMA, EPA and other industry certifications to qualify for 100s of jobs in the environmental field. EWD&JT provides no-cost job training so you can be ready to start your career in just 16 weeks.

For more information call (904) 633-5976

Visit fscj.edu/coned to learn more
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

RN REMEDIATION: NCLEX REVIEW
Course Price: $1,749
This course is designed for nursing graduates who have been required by the Florida Board of Nursing to complete a RN Remediation NCLEX Review course due to multiple (three or more) unsuccessful attempts taking the NCLEX exam. This Florida State Board of Nursing approved course meets the guidelines for the minimum of 176 hours of classroom and clinical education (80 Hours Classroom/96 Hours Clinical). You will be provided with the opportunity to acquire new knowledge and to enhance previously learned content, with the goal of successfully passing the NCLEX examination. (176 hours)
Note: Students are required to complete a drug screening and background test prior to the start of the course.

NC MWF 1/18–4/5 6–10 p.m.
Paul, Julia

RN REMEDIATION: RN REFRESHER
Course Price: $1,799
This course is designed for nursing professionals who have passed the RN NCLEX exam but have been required by the Florida Board of Nursing to complete a RN Remediation RN Refresher course in order to return/enter the RN health care profession in the state of Florida. You will be provided an overview of the current status of the health care delivery system, the legal, ethical and cultural issues that impact the nursing practice, IV therapy and managed care issues. This Florida State Board of Nursing approved course meets the guidelines for the minimum of 176 hours of classroom and clinical education (80 Hours Classroom/96 Hours Clinical).
Note: Students are required to complete a drug screening and background test prior to the start of the course.

NC TR 1/17–3/30 6–10 p.m.
Coleman, Arleen

IV THERAPY FOR LPN'S
Course Price: $299
Designed to equip licensed practical nurses with basic knowledge to expand their IV therapy practice. Students will receive hands-on practice with IV simulation manikins. Topics include: infection control, central line use, fluids, electrolytes, blood, plasma, albumin, TPN therapy, assessment and care. (30 hours)

NC S 2/25–3/11 9 a.m.–7 p.m.
Blackwell, Japhetia

APPLIED IV THERAPY
Course Price: $129
This 24-hour hybrid (online/classroom) course provides a low stress, convenient method of obtaining quality infusion education incorporating various educational techniques designed for the adult learner. The course is comprised of the four hours online preparatory instruction, four hours lab skills practice and up to 16 hours of emergency department clinical rotation experience to perform IV therapy under supervision of a Preceptor. This course is designed for individuals in EMT, Paramedics (Re-Entry or Licensed), Licensed Practical Nurses and Registered Nurses. (24 hours)

NC Sheffer, Steven; Boudreau, Stephen

LOCAL ANESTHESIA DELIVERY FOR LICENSED DENTAL HYGIENIST
Course Price: $949
As a Florida-licensed dental hygienist, it is now possible for you to be certified to deliver local anesthesia to your patients. Prepare for certification with this 60-hour course that includes a self-paced online section and hands-on preclinical/clinical instruction. Learn the neurophysiology, techniques and legal considerations of local anesthetics. (60 hours)

NC 1/6–4/15 Online & Lab
Dennis, Margaret

NC 2/25 & 2/26 Lab
Dennis, Margaret

SIX SIGMA CERTIFICATION
Six Sigma professionals exist at every level – each with a different role to play. Our Six Sigma certification courses are taught by an ASQ affiliated Master Black Belt instructor who possesses real-world knowledge and extensive project experience.

Individuals will become familiar with the fundamental tools associated with Six Sigma, analyze and solve quality problems while overseeing quality improvement projects.

* Yellow Belt Certification
* Green Belt Certification
* Yellow to Green Belt Certification

* Visit our website and enroll today!
FLORIDA PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR INTERN TRAINING PART I
Course Price: $299
This course is one of two courses created by the state of Florida to prepare individuals interested in an occupation that requires the unarmed private investigation intern Class “CC” investigations licensing. You will begin learning the necessary skills required for your licensing including understanding and demonstration of professional ethics, legal issues, evidence, surveillance, equipment for private investigation, report writing, anti-terrorism, courtroom demeanor and practice. (24 hours)
Note: Students are required to complete both portions of the Florida Private Investigator Intern Program to be eligible to receive your state of Florida issued Certificate of Completion.

NC SU 2/25–3/4  9 a.m.–5 p.m.
Kerrin, Mark

FLORIDA PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR INTERN TRAINING PART II
Course Price: $199
This course is a continuation of the two-part Private Investigator Intern program. In this course you will continue to receive the training required to obtain a Class “CC” license for occupations that require private investigations licensing. As with part one of the Florida Private Investigator Intern Training, students will receive continued training on the understanding and demonstration of professional ethics, legal issues, evidence surveillance, equipment for private investigation, report writing, anti-terrorism, courtroom demeanor and practice. Prerequisite: Students must have completed Florida Private Investigator Intern Training 1 to be eligible to take Part 2 of the program. (16 hours)

NC SU 3/11 & 3/12  9 a.m.–5 p.m.
Kerrin, Mark

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

APPLIED PROJECT MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATION
Course Price: $1,899
Looking to start a new career or interested in advancing in your current profession? This comprehensive project management course will introduce you to the full spectrum of project management theories, methodologies and practices—from the fundamentals to the more advanced skills such as how to properly access quality, scope, integration and time management. Upon completion of this course, students will be qualified to sit for the Certified Associate in Project Management Certification (CAPM®) exam. (44 hours)

NOTE: Exam fee included in course price

SC W 2/22–5/10  5:30–9:30 p.m.
Meger, Bruce
PROFESSIONAL & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSES

Northeast Florida Criminal Justice Center is offering:

> Basic Law Enforcement Officer
> Crossover from Correctional Officer to Law Enforcement Officer
> 911 Telecommunicator Training Course

For more information, please email law.enforcement@fscj.edu or call (904) 713-4900.
Upon successful completion, students will receive a certificate of training as a Lean Six Sigma Yellow and Green Belt. (72 Hours)

KC TR 1/17–4/20 6–9 p.m.
Rodriguez, Jerry

LEAN SIX SIGMA: YELLOW BELT
Course Price: $1,599
This course will introduce students to the basics of Lean Six Sigma methodology. Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt training covers basic improvement procedures and the requisite metrics. Upon successful completion, students will receive a certificate of training as a Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt. (12 hours)

KC TR 1/17–1/26 6–9 p.m.
Rodriguez, Jerry

LEAN SIX SIGMA: GREEN BELT
Course Price: $3,599
This course is designed for individuals seeking to understand and improve processes through the use of Lean Six Sigma methodology. Students will learn how to direct Lean Six Sigma projects through individual and team exercises. Participants will apply the concepts learned in class to a business improvement project assigned to them by the instructor. Prerequisite: Students must be Yellow Belt certified or must have completed the department’s Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt course before registering. (60 Hours)

KC TR 2/7–4/20 6–9 p.m.
Rodriguez, Jerry

ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONAL IN HUMAN RESOURCES CERTIFICATION PREP (APHR)
Course Price: $1,499
Are you interested in starting a career in human resources? Then this course is for you. In partnership with the premier credentialing organization in human resources, Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI), the Associate Professional in Human Resources™ (APHR™) is the perfect certification to help fast-track your career growth and provide you with the confidence to launch into the HR profession. This certification offered through the Human Resource Certification Institute, (governing body of the SPHR & PHR exam), is the first-ever HR certification designed for professionals who are just beginning their HR career journey. (32 hours)

SC R 3/2 –4/27 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Meger, Bruce

PROFESSIONAL/SENIOR HUMAN RESOURCES CERTIFICATION PREP (PHR/SPHR)
Course Price: $1,599
Organizations who hire human resource professionals are required human resource management job applicants to be certified now more than ever. Our PHR/SPHR certification exam preparation course is designed to help you prepare for Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI) examination for the Professional or Senior Professional in Human Resources (PHR/SPHR) certification. By obtaining your PHR or SPHR credential, you show that you are committed to being the best you can be in your profession. (36 Hours)

SC T 3/28–6/13 6–9 p.m.
Davis, Gloria

FUNDAMENTAL/CERTIFIED PAYROLL PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION PREP (FPC/CPP)
Course Price: $1,599
This course is designed to help individuals who are either currently payroll specialists or interested in starting a career in payroll. The Fundamental and Professional Payroll Certifications are the two highest certifications offered through the American Payroll Association (APA). At the conclusion of this course you will be equipped with both basic and advanced payroll knowledge and skills necessary to sit for either exam. (36 hours)

KC R 2/16–5/11 6–9 p.m.
Lachaussie, Pamela

W.I.T.S. NATIONAL PERSONAL TRAINER CERTIFICATION
Course Price: $799
Become a nationally certified personal trainer. After successfully passing the requirements of this nine-week course, you will be nationally certified through the World Instructor
Certified HR professionals were less likely to report being unemployed or underemployed than noncertified professionals, with 90% of PHRs & 87% of SPHRS indicating they were currently employed full time in an HR position compared to 69 percent of their non-certified peers.

- HR Certification Institute

Training School (W.I.T.S.). This certification program includes lecture, practical training and an internship. Instructional topics include biomechanics, exercise physiology, fitness testing, and equipment usage and health assessment. This is the only course of its kind in the industry. Students will be required to purchase a text book and course materials from an authorized W.I.T.S. provider. (36 lecture and lab hours, plus 30 internship hours)

NOTE: Please contact the Continuing Education Department to purchase textbooks prior to the first day of class.

QUICKBOOKS CERTIFICATION
Course Price: $799
Add to your resume or receive instant credibility as a bookkeeper or office manager by becoming a QuickBooks® Certified User. A QuickBooks Certification validates QuickBooks skills in professional accountancy and bookkeeping skills, including how to create purchase orders, track sales and expenses, produce and manage invoices, and monitor financial records. Prerequisite: Student must possess at least one year of prior working knowledge of QuickBooks Pro or have taken the QuickBooks Pro course offered through FSCJ Continuing Education. (24 hours)

FOOD SAFETY MANAGER CERTIFICATION
Course Price: $129
Prepare for the Food Safety Manager’s Certification exam. Learn basic food protection practices, including: how to prevent contamination and cross-contamination; personal hygiene and employee health policies; managing controls in a food establishment; monitoring food flow from purchase and receipt to storage and display; maintaining food thermometers and time and temperature controls; conducting cleaning and sanitizing; design and upkeep of facility; and pest control. You’ll have a better understanding of food service issues and be ready to earn your certification. (7 hours)

FOOD SAFETY MANAGER CERTIFICATION
Course Price: $129
Prepare for the Food Safety Manager’s Certification exam. Learn basic food protection practices, including: how to prevent contamination and cross-contamination; personal hygiene and employee health policies; managing controls in a food establishment; monitoring food flow from purchase and receipt to storage and display; maintaining food thermometers and time and temperature controls; conducting cleaning and sanitizing; design and upkeep of facility; and pest control. You’ll have a better understanding of food service issues and be ready to earn your certification. (7 hours)

CAREER ENRICHMENT

CERTIFICATE IN STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP (10 CEUS)
Online
Develop strategic thinking skills and encourage it in others. Stimulate your strategic thinking, learn to recognize patterns that impact strategy and enhance your abilities to generate new insights and ideas.

American Management Association (AMA) self-study courses bring up-to-date, real-world solutions for today’s business challenges. You get the latest management information, “how-to” explanations, practical examples and solutions to your daily challenges. (12-weeks)

To register for the Certificate in Strategic Leadership, visit flexcourseroom.com/fscj today.

Open Enrollment

CERTIFICATE IN GENERAL MANAGEMENT (10 CEUS)
Online
Develop the crucial foundational skills to shift from being an individual contributor to a well-respected manager who can achieve team success and drive bottom-line performance by motivating, delegating, coaching and communicating.

American Management Association (AMA) self-study courses bring up-to-date, real-world solutions for today’s business challenges. You get the latest management information, “how-to” explanations, practical examples and solutions to your daily challenges. (12-weeks)

To register for the Certificate in General Management, visit flexcourseroom.com/fscj today.

Open Enrollment

CERTIFICATE IN SUPERVISION (10 CEUS)
Online
Develop the personal, interpersonal and group skills to be influential in one-on-one situations, facilitate group performance and become an effective supervisor. (12-weeks)

American Management Association (AMA) self-study courses bring up-to-date, real-world solutions for today’s business challenges. You get the latest management information, “how-to” explanations, practical examples and real solutions to your daily challenges.

To register for the Certificate in Supervision, visit flexcourseroom.com/fscj today.

Open Enrollment
BUSINESS WRITING ACADEMY

Early: $699  Regular: $749
This dynamic six-week series will sharpen your grammar skills, help you organize your material, polish your writing style and most importantly, boost your professional standing. Writing clear, concise, correct and conversational messages maximizes effective communication. Employers cite good writing among the most valued skills for their employees. Select combination or individual courses, or enroll in the entire six-week Business Writing Academy (Grammar & Usage, Business Writing Styles, Proofreading, Letters and Emails, and Reports and Proposals).
(24 hours)

BWA I: GRAMMAR REFRESHER
Early: $99  Regular: $149
This course will introduce skills that can be applied immediately to your writing and speaking. Avoid embarrassing errors and sharpen your communication skills with this review of grammar fundamentals. Get practical pointers on punctuation and rules for identifying parts of speech, subject-verb agreement and proper pronoun usage. Learn tips for spotting and fixing tricky spellings, and review handy guidelines for capitalization, writing numbers and using abbreviations.
(8 hours)

BWA II: BUSINESS WRITING STYLES
Early: $99  Regular: $149
Cut through wordiness and get to the point. Develop a professional writing style that avoids stilted formal expressions and uses positive, simple language to convey your ideas. Avoid “isms,” stereotypes, bias, gender errors, and discover the five “Cs” criteria for better writing. This course will show you how to write in an active voice and fine-tune your tone to meet reader expectations. The practical writing skills you develop will empower your business documents and letters to get attention and results.
(4 hours)

BWA III: PROOFREADING
Early: $99  Regular: $149
Develop the critical eye for detail and good judgment you need for precise proofing from first draft to final copy. Simplify your revisions and detect tricky spelling, typos and punctuation traps with time-saving editing techniques and multi-pass proofing methods. Get tips for meeting deadlines and standard proofreading symbols that professional editors use. Solid proofreading skills will make you a more valued member of the workplace. Let this course help you become the “eagle eye” of your department.
(4 hours)

BWA IV: LETTERS AND EMAILS
Early: $99  Regular: $149
Take the guesswork out of writing letters and emails. Learn how to craft effective communication by preparing and focusing on your audience. Review letter basics and email etiquette that will generate clear, informative messages. Write attention-grabbing openings that build rapport with your reader and end your letters with strong closings that inspire action. With good planning and style know-how, you can get results with all your business correspondences.
(4 hours)

BWA V: REPORTS AND PROPOSALS
Early: $99  Regular: $149
This course will help you showcase your technical expertise and advance your projects with model reports and proposals. Review pointers for creating documents by organizing your data, recording the research and selecting the right format for your audience. Learn when to bolster your message with graphs, charts, tables and statistics. Businesses make crucial decisions based on written reports and proposals you write, so communicating complex information clearly and persuasively is key.
(4 hours)

WORKPLACE ESSENTIALS

CERTIFICATE IN SUCCESS SKILLS IN THE WORKPLACE (10 CEUS)

Online
Develop a toolkit of proven techniques to powerfully, persuasively and professionally win respect, influence people, cultivate cooperation and deliver information—all of which are absolutely essential to career success.

American Management Association (AMA) self-study courses bring up-to-date, real world solutions for today’s business challenges. You get the latest management information, “how-to” explanations, practical examples and real solutions to your daily challenges. (12-weeks)

To register for the Certificate in Success Skills in the Workplace, visit fscj.edu/online.

Open Enrollment

CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT (10 CEUS)

Online
Maximize all your business interactions and achieve your critical goals. Develop the interpersonal and communication tools you need to ensure mutual clarity and understanding when dealing with others.
American Management Association (AMA) self-study courses bring up-to-date, real-world solutions for today’s business challenges. You get the latest management information, “how-to” explanations, practical examples and real solutions to your daily challenges. (12-weeks)

To register for the Certificate in Business Communications Management, visit www.flexcourseroom.com/fscj.

To register for the Certificate in Customer Satisfaction Management, visit www.flexcourseroom.com/fscj today.

Open Enrollment

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SMALL BUSINESS

QUICKBOOKS PRO
Early: $399  Regular: $429
This interactive, hands-on course will introduce the basic features of QuickBooks Pro. Learn the skills to operate the software properly and manage transactions and finances for your business. (12 hours)

URC S 1/21–2/4 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Coyne, Barbi

URC T 3/7–3/28 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Coyne, Barbi

FINANCIAL STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL RETIREMENT
Course Price: $50
Are you retired, nearing retirement or thinking about developing a retirement plan after your professional career? This course introduces financial concepts and strategies to help you make appropriate choices when confronted with decisions about investment alternatives, insurance coverage, healthcare costs and more. Proper financial planning is vital to achieving your retirement objectives. Course book is optional and can be purchased at the time of the course for $40. (10 hours)

SC R 1/19–2/9 6–8:30 p.m.
Robertson, Jeanne & Flynn, Brandon

FOOD TRUCK LIFE
Early: $79  Regular: $99
Catch a glimpse into the day in the life of a food truck chef. Learn everything from menu planning to product selection and preparation. Also, get a first-hand account of what it takes to own and operate a food truck business. This course includes a live cooking demonstration with food sampling. (3 hours)

SC T 1/24 6–9 p.m.
Son of a Butcher/Leible, Randy

URC T 4/4 6–9 p.m.
Son of a Butcher/Leible, Randy
Cook
Partake! Celebrate!

Food enthusiasts and apprentices of fun dining experiences come and enjoy cooking classes held at our new state-of-the-art facility now located on our Downtown Campus.

Partake in a unique culinary experience - gather around the kitchen, interact with new people, discover fabulous food, enjoy a music filled atmosphere!

February 2017 - Valentine's Day Culinary Experience
$89 per couple

May 2017 - Cinco De Mayo Culinary Experience
$109 per couple

For more information or to make a reservation call (904) 357-8910

YOU SERVED OUR COUNTRY, NOW LET US SERVE YOU!

ACCELERATE YOUR CAREER in the ever-growing environmental industry with FSCJ’s Safety, Environmental & Emergency Response Technician (SEERT) program. Earn OSHA, FEMA, EPA and other industry certifications to qualify for 100s of jobs in the environmental field.

Through this VA-approved, 235 hour program you’ll learn:

- Fire Protection
- HAZMAT
- Industrial Hygiene
- Maritime Safety
- And More!

Classes are run by the Institute of Occupational Safety & Health (IOSH)
For More Information Call (904) 633-5976

Visit fscj.edu/coned to learn more
Visit our website and enroll today!

PROFESSIONAL & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSES

CERTIFICATE IN SALES AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT
(10 CEUS)
Online
Develop the skills and techniques necessary to help your organization enhance the bottom line by building a customer-focused culture.

American Management Association (AMA) self-study courses bring up-to-date, real-world solutions for today's business challenges. You get the latest management information, how-to explanations, practical examples and real solutions to your daily challenges. (12-weeks)

To register for the Certificate in Sales and Marketing Management, visit flexcourseroom.com/fscj today.

Open Enrollment

NONPROFIT ACADEMY

Early: $149  Regular: $279
This course will be an opportunity for managers, staff, volunteers and community members of Jacksonville’s nonprofit community to meet and share ideas, strategize and build relationships that will help to shape and sustain nonprofit organizations. You'll have the chance to network with diverse groups of nonprofit professionals through the various courses that will be offered. (10 hours)

SC M 1/23–4/24  6–8:30 p.m.
Peters, Jennifer; Bush, Jamica; Watson, Jonita

NPA I: GRANT WRITING
Course Price: $149
This course introduces you to the wonderful world of alternative funding by covering everything you need to know about grant writing. From the newbie to the established, you will learn how to locate the best grant-funding opportunities and how to write a winning grant proposal using proven strategies, tips and models developed by successful grant writers. (10 hours)

SC M 1/23 –2/13  6–8:30 p.m.
Peters, Jennifer

NPA II: CREATING A NONPROFIT IN FLORIDA
Course Price: $149
This course covers everything you need to know to start your very own nonprofit organization. From learning how to research to building a solid foundation for creating and sustaining a successful nonprofit, learn it here! (10 hours)

SC M 2/27–3/27  6–8:30 p.m.
Bush, Jamica

NPA III: EFFECTIVE PROGRAMMING PLANNING
Course Price: $149
Now that you’ve gotten your nonprofit up and running, you’ll need a board! You’ll gain valuable knowledge and skills for developing a nonprofit board in the state of Florida. (10 hours)

SC M 4/3–4/24  6–8:30 p.m.
Watson, Jonita
ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE (ELI)
Course Price: $2934
The English Language Institute (ELI) provides intensive, high-quality, non-credit instruction to non-native English language speakers. You will gain proficiency in English as a second language and a better understanding of American culture. The Institute program includes 20 hours of instruction per week for 13 weeks, a dynamic and superior curriculum (grammar, reading, writing, listening and speaking), and local cultural immersion activities/field trips. (260 hours)
Note: This course serves non-degree seeking F-1 international students only. Students will be required to complete an online assessment before being accepted into the program. For more information, please contact Bryan Stewart at (904) 633-5966.

DC MTWR 1/17–4/25
Cohort 1: 8:30 a.m.–2 p.m.
Cohort 2: 9:30 a.m.–3 p.m.
Smith, Jacklyn; Karakoshi, Dena

BASIC AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
Early: $179 Regular: $199
Have you ever marveled at the beauty of sign language? Enroll in this introductory, conversational course and learn to communicate basic needs, wants and general manners. Get your hands involved in this wonderful 3D language art. (15 hours)

URC S 1/14–2/11 9 a.m.–noon
Fletter, Michelle

DWC/DC S 4/1-4/29 9 a.m.–noon
Fletter, Michelle

EVERYDAY SPANISH—VAMANOS!
Early: $119 Regular: $139
This fun-filled class caters specifically to the beginning Spanish learner. This practical course is perfect for those seeking a fast and focused understanding of the most common Spanish words and phrases used in every day interactions and conversations. Come join us in a fun and engaging learning environment… vamanos! (12 hours)

DWC S 1/21–2/4 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Tubbs, Samuel

SPEAKING SPANISH I
Early: $179 Regular: $199
Discover the many benefits of knowing a second language by learning to speak Spanish. This course is ideal for the business and recreational traveler as well as those seeking skills for bilingual business communications. This basic level course will emphasize oral and written expression, pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary. (16 hours)

KC S 2/11–3/11 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Tubbs, Samuel

SC TR 4/4–4/27 6–8 p.m.
Nagle, Christine

SPEAKING SPANISH II
Early: $179 Regular: $199
Students will focus on grammar, pronunciation, listening, reading and writing. Lively exercises and scenarios are presented to develop the ability to effectively communicate in a variety of settings, from restaurants and shopping to business exchanges and travel. (16 hours)

URC S 4/1–4/22 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Tubbs, Samuel

SC TR 5/16 –6/8 6–8 p.m.
Nagle, Christine

SPEAKING SPANISH III
Early: $179 Regular: $199
This course is a continuation of Spanish II. Demonstrate an ever-increasing mastery of Spanish. Speak with grace and complete naturalness on many new subjects. Delve deeper into various scenarios and situations. Choose from a broader accumulation of vocabulary and structures to respond effortlessly. This is a semi-immersion course. The use of English will be limited. (16 hours)

KC S 5/6–5/27 9 a.m.– 1 p.m.
Tubbs, Samuel

SC TR 1/17–2/9 6–8 p.m.
Nagle, Christine
PERSONAL GROWTH & ENRICHMENT

CREDIT AND DEBT MANAGEMENT: TAKING CONTROL OF YOUR FINANCES
Early: $69    Regular: $89
Whether it’s in the accounts of the White House or in the average American’s wallet, America has been carrying a balance. Learn how to make good credit related decisions, build, repair and manage your credit wisely by taking this course. At the completion of this course you will learn how to make prudent and sensible credit decisions that will allow you to have the power to control your personal and business future. (6 Hours)
URC  S  1/28  9 a.m.–3 p.m.  Zeigler, Rebecca
SC  W  3/8 & 3/15  6–9 p.m.  Zeigler, Rebecca
NC  S  4/22 & 4/29  9 a.m.–noon  Zeigler, Rebecca

PETS FOR A LIFETIME
Early: $49    Regular: $69
This course is designed for anyone who is interested in starting a pet care business or just like to learn more about domestic animals. Before you bring your four-legged friend home, or start your business, take this class and gain valuable knowledge as to the long-term implications of owning or dealing with pets. Learn what types of pets a family should adopt, the commitment levels and how to own or operate a pet care business on a budget. (3 Hours)
SC  S  3/11  9 a.m.–noon  Miller, Jessie

SEW TO THE POINT: BASIC
Early: $129    Regular: $149
Learn the basics of a sewing machine, and how to sew a simple seam. Students will finish the course having made project. (12 hours)
Note: Students must bring their own sewing machine.
URC  S  2/11–3/4 (no class on 2/18)  9 a.m.–1 p.m.  Ethridge, Gwendolyn

SEW TO THE POINT: INTERMEDIATE
Early: $129    Regular: $149
The concepts and theories taught in this course will take you beyond the notions! Build on the basic elements taught in the sew to the point basics course. Learn about sewing terms, sewing stitches, fabric types, notions, how to read a pattern, and much more. (12 hours)
Note: Students must bring their own sewing machine.
URC  S  3/11–4/8 (no class on 3/18)  9 a.m.–1 p.m.  Ethridge, Gwendolyn

SEW TO THE POINT: SPECIAL PROJECT
Early: $99    Regular: $129
This fun and creative sewing course will help you take your skills to the next level by maximizing the features of your sewing machine. Become a sewing phenomenon by
URC  S  2/11–3/4 (no class on 2/18)  9 a.m.–1 p.m.  Ethridge, Gwendolyn

CORPORATE LEARNING & TRAINING SOLUTIONS
A DIVISION OF WORKFORCE EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Our training process is very simple. We meet with your team to determine your organization’s training objectives. We then develop a tailored training program that will deliver your specific desired outcomes. Provided on-site, at your organization, our training is led by Continuing Education experts and certified industry professionals.

IMPROVE
WORKPLACE COMMUNICATION
DEVELOP
NEW LEADERS
MAXIMIZE
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

CLIENTS INCLUDE
• Vistakon • Haskell
• NAVAIR • Jacksonville Transportation Authority
• Miller Electric • JAXPORT

To schedule a training consultation, call (904) 633-8290
ANSWER THE CALL

Whether you want to become a firefighter, a paramedic or move up to a management position in emergency services, you’ll find the education and training you’ll need at Florida State College at Jacksonville.

For more information, contact Sheldon Reed at (904) 646-2189 or email sreed@fscj.edu.

Whether you want to become a firefighter, a paramedic or move up to a management position in emergency services, you’ll find the education and training you’ll need at Florida State College at Jacksonville.

For more information, contact Sheldon Reed at (904) 646-2189 or email sreed@fscj.edu.
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SEW TO THE POINT: CREATIVE MACHINE EMBROIDERY
Early: $139    Regular: $149
Is machine embroidery your passion or perhaps it’s something you’ve always wanted to explore? Learn how to put your unique touch on fabrics through embroidery. This introductory course will explore the fundamental steps of machine embroidery including how to hoop, stabilize and handle even the trickiest fabrics, giving you the poise to create quality embroidered items. (12 hours)

Note: Students must bring their own embroidery machine.

URC S 1/14–1/28 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Ethridge, Gwendolyn

ALL IN BLOOM: BASIC FLORAL DESIGN
Early: $99    Regular: $119
This course is designed to acquaint you with the basic principles of floral design and arrangement. Students will be introduced to flower types, the aesthetics of arranging and the tools and materials used in the industry. Put your “budding” design skills to work and learn how to make proper professional arrangements from fresh and silk materials. (9 hours)

Note: Students must bring their own sewing machine.

URC S 4/22 & 4/29 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Ethridge, Gwendolyn

BASIC MAKEUP ARTISTRY
Early: $69    Regular: $89
In this makeup course, you will learn all the tips and tricks to applying makeup. Learn how to create a natural and glamorous look based on your face’s shape, contour and structure. Take your look from day to night with the sweep of a brush! (3 hours)

Note: Students must bring their own sewing machine.

URC S 2/4 10 a.m.–1 p.m.
Johnson, Najera

THE CRAFT BEER SCENE WITH MELLOW MUSHROOM
Early: $69    Regular: $89
This course will provide an in-depth look into the world of beer from the origins of brewing and ingredients to the ever growing craft beer market. Learn about beer ingredients and the origination of brewing, the brewing process, styles of beers and their differences, large scale brewing versus craft brewing, and ideal food pairings. Participants must be 21 years of age and will be required to bring a valid driver’s license to class. (3 hours)

Mellow Mushroom S 1/14 10 a.m.–1 p.m. Mellow Mushroom

WINE & DESIGN
Early: $79    Regular: $99
Meet at the Winey Wench Café to learn the basics of painting, while also sampling and learning about unique and flavorful wines from around the world. Participants must be 21 years of age and will be required to bring a valid driver’s license to class. (3 hours)

Winey Wench Cafe F 1/20 6–9 p.m.
Winey Wench Cafe F 2/17 6–9 p.m.
Winey Wench Cafe F 3/31 6–9 p.m.
Winey Wench Cafe F 4/21 6–9 p.m.

CERAMICS 101
Early: $199    Regular: $219
Get to have fun with clay while making your own special masterpiece. Whether you’re a beginner or someone with experience, this class will help you. Experienced students get to receive individual assistance with their projects and techniques, while beginning students can start literally from scratch. (24 hours)

SC S 4/8 10 a.m.–1 p.m.
Johnson, Najera
CRAZY FOR COUPONS:  
COUPONING 101
Early: $99          Regular: $119
Do you want to get started with couponing? Learn strategies to maximize your savings by reducing your monthly grocery, household, personal and small business expenses. Learn the couponing lingo as well as strategies to organize, stack and find deals. Visit a local retailer and explore the right way to maximize manufacturer’s coupons to save big. (8 hours)

SC  S  1/21 & 1/28  9 a.m. –1 p.m.  
James, LaVonne

KC  S  4/1 & 4/8  9 a.m. –1 p.m.  
James, LaVonne

GOODBYE STRESS: HELLO TAI CHI!
Early: $69          Regular: $89
Tai Chi is a gentle system of body movements derived from the ancient Chinese martial arts. For the body, it increases muscle strength, balance and flexibility. For the mind, it is a study in concentration and will power. For the soul, it’s a system of spiritual meditation. Come learn how to reduce stress, increase endurance and feel better overall! (12 hours)

SC  MWF  1/9–2/6  6–7 a.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

DWC  M  1/9–2/27  6–8 p.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

SC  W  1/11–2/15  6–8 p.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

SC  R  1/12 –2/16  6–8 p.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

SC  MWF  3/6–4/7  6–7 a.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

DWC  M  3/6–4/17  6–8 p.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

SC  W  3/8–4/19  6–8 p.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

SC  R  3/9–4/20  5:30–7:30 p.m.  
Dwyer, Deidre

SEW TO A POINT

ZUMBA!
Early: $59          Regular: $79
Join the course that started the dance–fitness revolution and changed the way we look at a “workout” forever. Zumba involves dance and aerobic elements and its choreography incorporates hip–hop, samba, salsa, merengue and mambo. Don’t miss out on this wonderful opportunity to get fit and have fun at the same time. (8 hours)

SC  R  1/26–3/16  6–7 p.m.  
Rotte, Alisa

HIIT: HIGH INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING
Early: $59          Regular: $79
High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) has the potential to burn the maximum amount of calories in the minimum amount of time. It has been proven to burn more calories as well as increase your metabolism more effectively than the traditional cardio people have been doing for years.

HIIT workouts consist of intense bursts of exercise followed by short periods of rest. The best aspect of the workout is that the body continues to burn calories long after the workout has been completed. (8 hours)

SC  M  1/23–3/27  6–7 p.m.  
Rauch, Christina
INTRODUCTION TO YOGA
Early: $69  Regular: $89
This introductory course is designed for all levels, from beginner to advance. Students will focus on peak poses and will incorporate power vinyasa techniques to increase strength and cardiovascular training. (6 hours)

KC M 1/9–2/27 6–7 p.m.
Learn, Shirley

SC T 1/10–2/14 6–7 p.m.
Learn, Shirley

SC T 2/28 –4/11 6–7 p.m.
Learn, Shirley

KC M 3/6–4/17 6–7 p.m.
Learn, Shirley

BASIC SELF DEFENSE
Early: $69  Regular: $89
Learn how to proactively protect yourself. This course introduces techniques for getting free from an attacker; disabling an attacker and escaping to safety. (6 hours)

SC W 2/8–2/22 6–8 p.m.
Dragotto, Stephanie

FILM PRODUCTION 101: BASICS OF THE BUSINESS
Early: $79  Regular: $99
This course is for anyone who wants to learn about the business of the film and television industry. Get introduced to the various stages of film production such as pre-production, production and post-production. In addition, explore the basic nuts and bolts of what is needed to produce a script, film, commercial or play. (6 hours)

KC S 2/25–3/4 9 a.m.–noon
Gordon, Vanessa

THE FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS OF SCREENWRITING
Early: $119  Regular: $139
If you are new to screenwriting or planning to write a screenplay or script, this course will introduce you to screenplay structure, plot, dialogue, format writing rules and screenwriting etiquette. Through group discussion, students will explore the successful screenwriting elements of famous screenplays and popular films. (12 hours)

KC S 4/1–4/15 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Gordon, Vanessa

SCREENWRITING WORKSHOP 2
Early: $119  Regular: $139
This intensive course is designed for students who have completed or nearly completed a screenplay. In this workshop, students will discuss their project or ideas and receive practical feedback on how to better construct, promote and organize their screenplay from an experienced film and television producer. (12 hours)

KC S 4/29–5/13 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Gordon, Vanessa

CALLING ALL ACTORS: LIGHTS, CAMERA ACTION!
Early: $179  Regular: $199
Learn the art of acting and the skill of auditioning. This course will introduce you to the basic skills, concepts and techniques of the acting profession. Explore character creation, script analysis, casting, set, reputation, employment and more. Exercises will be given to challenge and stretch your growth as an actor by introducing you to tools to aid in creating imaginative, memorable characters. (20 hours)

KC MW 1/18– 2/22 6–8 p.m.
Webb, James; Gordon, Vanessa

THE AUTHOR’S ACADEMY: TOOLKIT FOR SUCCESS
Course Price: $499
This dynamic eight-week series will immerse current and prospective authors in a study of book publishing and marketing. Students will learn the business, sales, and digital aspects of the industry as well as how to leverage social and digital media marketing tools to make your book a success. The Author’s Academy is comprised of four courses. Students can select combination or individual courses, or enroll in the entire eight-week Authors’ Academy Series (Business of Writing, Creating a Successful Business Plan, Marketing Your Book, A Publishers Mindset). (40 hours)

KC TR 2/7–4/6 6–8:30 p.m.
Williams, Cheyenne
THE AUTHOR’S ACADEMY: TOOLS FOR THE AUTHOR
Course Price: $129
This introductory course starts students on the journey of moving from being a writer to becoming a businessperson. Students will explore various tools available to assist them in introducing a book. Students will discuss issues such as paying for book publishing, distribution options and developing a business plan. (10 hours)
KC TR 2/7–2/16 6–8:30 p.m.
Williams, Cheyenne

THE AUTHOR’S ACADEMY: CREATING A BUSINESS PLAN
Course Price: $129
Learn how to write a complete and implementable business plan that can lay the groundwork for your success as an author. This course will cover all aspects of a business plan for authors. Discover how to clearly express your unique genre, research market potential, financial plan and advertising and promotion strategies. (10 hours)
KC TR 2/21–3/2 6–8:30 p.m.
Williams, Cheyenne

THE AUTHOR’S ACADEMY: MARKETING THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
Course Price: $129
This course will introduce strategies for effectively leveraging social media to promote your book. Students will explore various sites to discuss the effectiveness of each site in promoting a book. Students will also learn how to create and maintain social media accounts and pages, as well as how to properly gauge the activity and success of your social media account. (10 hours)
KC TR 3/28–4/6 6–8:30 p.m.
Williams, Cheyenne

DISCOVERING ME: UNCOVERING MY GENEALOGY TREE
Early: $79 Regular: $99
This course will introduce you to the various genealogy resources and tools available to help you discover the unique details of your family history. Uncover your family tree and discover you. (4 hours)
NAS S 1/21 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Iselin, Ellin
SC S 4/8 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Iselin, Ellin

Check out the following professional development and certification courses at FSCJ North Campus:

- IV THERAPY FOR LPNS
- RN REFRESHER
- RN NCLEX REMEDIATION
- RN CLINICAL REFRESHER (NCLEX)
- FLORIDA PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR INTERN TRAINING 1 & 2
- BARTENDING
- FOOD SAFETY MANAGER CERTIFICATION

Register online at fscj.edu/coned or call (904) 357–8910 for more information.
AQUAPONICS: AN ALTERNATIVE FARMING ENTERPRISE
Course Price: $99
Learn how to grow more nutritionally beneficial fruits, vegetables and produce that last longer and taste better. This introductory course on aquaponics will introduce the basics of this alternative system for farming fish and plants together in an efficient and environmentally friendly manner. Receive vital information and resources necessary to implement this system in your back yard, or incorporate into your existing farm operation. This hands-on, interactive course is being offered in conjunction with Traders Hill Farms in Hilliard, Florida. (3 hours)

DC W 4/5 9 a.m.–noon
Tenbroeck, Angela

BARTENDING
Course Price: $279
Learn the art of bartending. Trained bartenders are always in demand. If you have ever been interested in becoming a bartender, this is the class for you. (18 hours)

Hyatt Regency
M 1/23–3/6 6–9 p.m.
McMillian, Kerri

Hyatt Regency
M 4/17 5/22 6–9 p.m.
McMillian, Kerri

INTERESTED IN ONLINE LEARNING?
CONVENIENT 24/7 Online Learning Experience
Instructor-led courses • Learn at your own pace
Highly Interactive

To enroll, visit ed2go.com/fscj

Tap into world-class training without leaving your desk. Receive personal feedback from your instructor and peers while engaging in a variety of activities that create a dynamic learning experience.

AVAILABLE CERTIFICATIONS
• Strategic Leadership • Sales and Marketing Management • Customer Satisfaction Management • Supervision
ADOBE

PHOTOSHOP BASIC
Early: $189  Regular: $239
Adobe Photoshop is a graphics package used to create, modify and correct pictures and images. You can also create new images, import images from other graphics applications and work with scanned images. Photoshop also allows you to merge and edit color images and create original artwork and collages for both print media and the web. (8 hours)

URC M 1/23 & 1/30  5:30–9:30 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

URC S 3/4 & 3/11  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Wigg, Shawn

URC W 4/19  8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

PHOTOSHOP ADVANCED
Early: $189  Regular: $239
Adobe Photoshop emphasizes how to enhance the quality of photos. This advanced course focuses on masking, vector paths and overlaying images to augment the quality of images. (8 hours)

URC M 2/27 & 3/6  5:30–9:30 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

URC S 4/1 & 4/8  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Wigg, Shawn

URC W 5/3  8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

ILLUSTRATOR BASIC
Early: $189  Regular: $239
This course begins with the basics. After becoming familiar with the Illustrator environment, learn how to create a simple illustration by creating and manipulating shapes and drawing and editing paths. Plus, learn how to apply color, gradients and transparency, as well as how to work with text and layers. (8 hours)

URC S 2/4 & 2/11  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Rutledge, Jerry

URC R 3/2 & 3/9  5:30–9:30 p.m.
Wigg, Shawn

INDESIGN BASIC
Early: $189  Regular: $239
Learn to create documents, place text and graphics and create custom color swatches. Work with master pages and multi-page documents. Learn how to format text, apply styles, work with threaded text frames, position and group objects, and work with layers. Finally, print documents, create print presets and package documents for commercial printing. (8 hours)

URC S 1/21 & 1/28  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Rutledge, Jerry

URC R 3/9 & 3/16  5:30–9:30 p.m.
Rutledge, Jerry

URC S 5/6  8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Rutledge, Jerry

DIGITAL GRAPHICS & PHOTOGRAPHY

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY INTRODUCTION
Early: $149  Regular: $179
A great photographer begins when you recognize a great scene or subject. But recognizing a great opportunity isn’t enough to capture it; you also have to be prepared. This introductory course will acquaint you with your camera well enough for you to capture what you see. Please bring your digital camera to course along with your computer connection cords and the instructional manual. (12 hours)

SC R 2/2–2/23  5:30–8:30 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

URC S 2/25–3/11  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY INTERMEDIATE
Early: $169  Regular: $179
Your pictures will improve with every shot you take. This course will take you through focus, flash, shutter, exposure, aperture and much more. No matter how much you know, there will be more to discover with photography. (12 hours)

SC R 3/30–4/20  6–9 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

URC S 4/8–4/22  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Schoen–Kiewert, Rebecca

MICROSOFT OFFICE

MICROSOFT OFFICE SUITE 2016
Course Price: $549
This course is packed with intensely useful knowledge, tips, and shortcuts to help you master Microsoft Office 2016. Learn how to use features built into Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Publisher. Whether you’re creating documents, analyzing data, delivering presentations, designing newsletters, taking quick notes, or managing your life this course is for you. (40 hours)

SC S 1/28–3/4 (no class on 2/18)  8 a.m.–5 p.m.  Wigg, Shawn

MICROSOFT OFFICE SUITE 2013
Course Price: $549
Learn how to use features built into Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Publisher. Whether you’re creating documents, analyzing data, delivering presentations, designing newsletters, taking quick notes, or managing your life, this course is for you. (40 Hours)

URC F 4/7–5/5  8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Johnson, Les

MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013: BASIC
Early: $179  Regular: $199
Learn to get started with Access 2013, build and use queries, use forms and reports and modify the database structure. (8 hours)

URC S 1/14 & 1/21  9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Johnson, Les

URC R 2/2  8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Francis, Dena

SC R 4/6 & 4/13  5:30–9:30 p.m.
Wigg, Shawn
MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013: INTERMEDIATE
Early: $179    Regular: $199
Learn to create multiple tab queries, enhance forms, analyze data with import and export data, analyze data design using Northwind and create advanced queries. (8 hours)
URC S 2/4 & 2/11 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Johnson, Les
URC T 2/23 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Francis, Dena
SC R 4/27 & 5/4 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Wigg, Shawn

MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013: ADVANCED
Early: $179    Regular: $199
Learn to create advanced reports, build a database interface, create macros, create modules and VBA and maintain the database (8 hours)
URC W 3/15 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Francis, Dena
SC R 5/25 & 6/1 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Wigg, Shawn

MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013: BASIC
Early: $179    Regular: $199
This introductory course will help you to get started with Microsoft Excel 2013. Learn how to work with formulas and functions, format a worksheet, work with charts and analyze data using formulas. (8 hours)
SC MW 1/9 & 1/11 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Skeen, Shelly
URC F 1/20 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Johnson, Les

MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013: INTERMEDIATE
Early: $179    Regular: $199
Can Excel really be mastered? Absolutely. This advanced Excel training course is perfect for beginners and intermediate users who want to better understand and make the most of Excel’s many features and functions. Learn how to manage spreadsheets, input pivot charts, tables and macros, perform calculations, use formulas, and create functions and much more! Learn the shortcuts, tips and tricks to Mastering Excel. (40 hours)
URC MW 2/6–3/13 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Skeen, Shelly

MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013: ADVANCED
Early: $179    Regular: $199
Get equipped with the knowledge to analyze data with pivot tables, exchange data with other programs, share Excel files and incorporate web information. Learn to customize Excel, manage advanced worksheets and program with Excel. (8 hours)
SC MW 2/27 & 3/1 5:30–9:30 p.m.
Skeen, Shelly
URC T 4/4 & 4/11 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Francis, Dena
SC S 4/29 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Skeen, Shelly
URC RT 5/18 & 5/23 noon–4 p.m.
Francis, Dena

MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013: CHARTS AND PIVOT TABLE
Early: $99    Regular: $119
If you are new to Microsoft Excel 2013 and would like to create charts that will impress the boss, this is the course for you. Even beginners will be able to produce presentation-worthy charts.
charts. (3 hours)

**MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013: TIPS AND TRICKS**

Early: $99  Regular: $119

Unleash the power of Excel 2013. Go beyond the basics of Excel and learn time-saving tricks and best practices, including using conditional formatting, managing workbooks and worksheets, keyboard shortcuts, using quick analysis and more. Whether you are new to excel or a seasoned expert learn the shortcuts, tips and tricks that can help you in your personal and professional career. (4 hours)

**MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 2013: BASIC**

Early: $179  Regular: $199

Learn how to create, format and prepare presentations for delivery. Students will also explore how to apply content and styles, use templates, create shapes as well as charts and tables. (8 hours)

**MICROSOFT WORD 2013 MADE EASY: THE BASICS AND BEYOND**

Early: $99  Regular: $119

Microsoft Word is one of the most commonly used programs in the Microsoft Office family. It can help with the simplest of jobs, from letters and essays to more complex documents using calculations or images, such as expenses claims and posters. This short course will teach you the key applications of Microsoft Word including saving documents, selecting and formatting text, using headers, footers tables.

**IT’S YOUR TIME**

For seniors 50 and over, 10% off any continuing education course offered by FSCJ with any form of identification confirming age.

Call for details (904) 357-8910

---

**ARE YOU PREPARED TO SAVE A LIFE?**

**SEVENTY PERCENT OF AMERICANS** may feel helpless to act during a cardiac emergency because they either don’t know how to administer CPR, or their training has significantly lapsed.

This alarming statistic could hit close to home because that’s where **88 PERCENT OF CARDIAC ARRESTS OCCUR**.

**NOW OFFERING THE FOLLOWING COURSE**

CPR Basic Life Support (BLS) for Healthcare Providers
(Same-day cards if recertifying or taking BLS for the first time.)
Visit fscj.edu/coned to learn more and more. Come see how “Easy” it is to become skilled in Microsoft Word. (4 hours)

SC  S  1/21  9 a.m.–1 p.m.  Skeen, Shelly
URC  T  3/14  5:30–9:30 p.m.  Johnson, Les
URC  F  4/21  9 a.m.–1 p.m.  Johnson, Les

GET ORGANIZED USING MICROSOFT OUTLOOK 2013
Early: $79  Regular: $99
In this course you will be provided insight on how to use Outlook tasks, to–do items and calendars more efficiently. Update Outlook calendar labels to colored categories, make an entry recur, change the reminder for a single entry, change the default reminder time, and change how time appears to yourself and others. (3 hours)

SC  S  2/25  9 a.m.–noon  Johnson, Les
URC  S  4/22  9 a.m.–noon  Johnson, Les

MOTORCYCLE: BASIC RIDER TRAINING
Course Price: $179
Experience excellence in motorcycling. Learn to ride or increase your present motorcycling skills as you meet the state licensing requirements. Mandatory requirement for all riders. We provide motorcycles for the basic course. Must have a valid driver’s license. (15 hours)

NC  SU  1/14 & 1/15  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  1/21 & 1/22  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  1/28 & 1/29  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  2/4 & 2/5  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  2/11 & 2/12  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  2/18 & 2/19  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  2/25 & 2/26  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid

NC  SU  3/4 & 3/5  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  3/11 & 3/12  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  3/18 & 3/19  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  4/1 & 4/2  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  4/8 & 4/9  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  4/15 & 4/16  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid
NC  SU  4/22 & 4/23  8 a.m.–4:30 p.m.  Van Den Heever, Alfrid

WORKFORCE
CHILD CARE CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Child Care Center Operations
This program prepares students for employment as a child care center director. You will learn about the areas of organizational leadership, financial management, legal obligations and responsibilities and more.

Early Childhood Education
This program prepares students for entry-level employment as child care workers in private, public and family day care centers.

Family Child Care Training
This program prepares students for employment as family home child care. It focuses on skills necessary to help prospective new family home care providers anticipate the crucial decisions they will have to make while starting their business. It stresses models of best practices that have been adopted by veteran home care providers.

School Age Certification Training
This 120-hour program prepares students for employment as a School Age Specialist. The program focuses primarily on how to develop school age and developmentally appropriate practices; while understanding the importance of both the out of school environment and relationships with family.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (904) 632-3199
BASIC RIDER COURSE CERTIFICATION

Designed for both new and returning motorcycle riders

ALL PERSONS SEEKING A MOTORCYCLE LICENSE IN FLORIDA MUST SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE A BASIC RIDER COURSE FIRST.

Upon successful completion of the course, graduates are exempt from further testing from the Department of Motor Vehicles.

COURSE INFORMATION

» Motorcycles provided for training
» $175 course fee (No college application fee required)
» Two-session class: Saturday and Sunday 8 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
  • You must attend both days
  • Class times may vary due to weather/circumstances
» FSCJ North Campus: 4501 Capper Road, Jacksonville, FL 32218
» Three-wheel BRC (Trike/Can-Am) certification also available upon request

To register, call (904) 357-8910 or visit fscj.edu/coned.

Florida State College at Jacksonville does not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, disability, color, ethnicity, national origin, religion, gender, age, sex, sexual orientation/expression, marital status, veteran status, pregnancy or genetic information in its programs or activities. Inquiries regarding the non-discrimination policies may be directed to the College’s Equity Officer, 501 West State Street, Jacksonville, Florida 32202 | (904) 632-3221 | equityofficer@fscj.edu.
All of us have been “supply chain managers” at some point. Have you ever been in charge of coordinating a community event? Ever worked on restoring antique furniture? Whether you’ve had to order a product, build it, move it, ship it, distribute, or manage the coordination of it— you’ve experienced supply chain management!

We offer certification prep courses in SEVEN Certifications. Achieving SCPro™ certification is a way to demonstrate the capability to being, or continue a career in supply chain management.
REGISTER EARLY AND SAVE. CONTACT US TODAY!

Visit fscj.edu/coned  Email continuingeducation@fscj.edu  Call (904) 357-8910

Like facebook.com/fscjcontinuingeducation  Follow @FSCJConEd